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Angelina Jolie greeting fans and the media before the premiere of her new movie “Salt” on Novy Arbat on
Sunday. Misha Japaridze

Angelina Jolie whipped up Soviet-era nostalgia and patriotism for Mother Russia at the
Moscow premiere of her spy thriller “Salt.”

Clad in a floor-length Versace gown she described as “Russian Red,” Jolie blew kisses to
thousands of fans who came to watch her play a suspected Russian double agent in the
blockbuster, which opened at No. 2 in the United States with $36.5 million.

“I think this film is positive for modern Russia,” a broadly smiling Jolie told Reuters
television at her first ever premiere in Moscow. Earlier she took four of her six children to see
the Kremlin.

“As much as there are bad guys that are Russian, there are also heroes that are Russian in this
film,” she said.
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The film, which evokes Cold War suspicions, enjoyed a stroke of luck with its timing, coming
shortly after 10 arrested Russian spies in the United States were swapped for four imprisoned
Russians suspected of working for the West.

Jolie has previously called the connection “bizarre,” but she declined to comment on press
rumors that she had invited glamorous redhead spy Anna Chapman to Sunday’s premiere.

Reviews for “Salt” have been mixed in the United States, but commentators have said
distributor Columbia Pictures is banking on the film striking a chord with Russian audiences.

“It really makes me happy that we have returned to the theme of Russian spies in Hollywood
films,” 23-year-old architect Alexander said after watching the film.

The audience erupted into applause when Jolie’s eponymous character, CIA analyst Evelyn
Salt, revealed her Russian identity on the big screen.

The packed cinema also jubilantly howled when Jolie said “Good evening” in Russian ahead of
unveiling the film.
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